‘HOW TO TEACH

INCLUSIVE JOURNALISM’

WHEN?
7 and 8 November 2022

What are we talking about
when we’re talking about inclusive journalism?
EJTA organises a two days’ inspiration seminar on 7-8 November
2022 on ‘How to Teach Inclusive Journalism’. We’ll discuss the
results of a questionnaire (data of EJTA schools and journalism
schools from Central Eastern Europe about teaching inclusive
journalism), discover possible formats for inclusive journalism
training (based on good practices of all participants and the pilot
project ‘Invisible Cities’ https://invisible-cities.eu/) and produce
recommendations.
The final outcome can be a sustainable project creating a new
curriculum unit and facilitating cross-border collaboration.
The seminar is funded by the Evens Foundation and Adam
Mickiewicz University and there is no conference fee to be paid. The
organizers also cover for coffee, lunch and dinner.
We do expect your university (college) to use Erasmus+ funding Staff
Training for your travel and accommodation. Responsible person to
contact about Erasmus documents at Adam Mickiewicz University,
Poznań: erasmus@amu.edu.pl
There are limited positions (40), so unfortunately we need to follow
the principle ‘first come, first served’.
In case of too many applications, we might need to consider allowing
only one person per institution. So make sure you book cancelable
flights / train tickets. We’ll contact you by 21 October the latest to
confirm your registration and the number of persons you can send.
At that moment we’ll also give you all information on
accommodation and the detailed program. For the accommodation
you’ll need to confirm a pre-booked hotel room by 24 October.

WHERE?
Adam Mickiewicz
University, Poznań, Poland

HOW?
If you want to participate,
please send a mail
BEFORE 17 OCTOBER to
director@ejta.eu and
hanna.zielinska@evensfou
ndation.be, clearly
mentioning the name of
your institution.
There is (limited) funding
for staff from Journalism
schools that do not fall
under Erasmus+ or need
financial help. Please
contact EJTA director
Nadia Vissers:
director@ejta.eu

PROGRAMME IN A NUTSHELL
7/11, 1-6 pm:

panel on inclusive journalism and case
studies in Poland / keynote speaker Milica
Pesic from MDI / pilot ‘Invisible Cities’

8/11, morning:

outcomes questionnaire
brainstorm sessions

8/11, afternoon:

interview exercise / sample case ‘How to
Report on Refugees and Migrants’ /
conclusions and recommendations

/

break-out

WHO?
All EJTA schools are welcome
to participate, with an extra
focus on CEE countries which
might not yet be an EJTA
member. We would like them
to consider possible
membership.

